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the optic nerve Thus the eye is a very com
plex organ, and It is able to pick out numbers of
tiny details from a scene and convey each detail
separately and simultaneously to the brain It
does not Bend a blend of different points of
light and shade in the same way that the ear
aends a blend of different sounds if it did the
brain would receive a completely unintelligible
blur Prom this it is clear that a television
system •which transmitted a mixture of detail
would be useless it must transmit all the
dstaUs in a scene separately yet almost simul
toneonsly and re assemble them at such a
speed that tie eye cannot observe the building
up process A. means of doing this was pro
vided by Nipkow in 1884 when he invented his
famous scanning disc and later Weiller invented
the mirror drum for the same purpose Such
mechanical devices as these held the field for
many years and in 1923 Baird in thi» country
«nd Jenkins in America were both using them
for the experiments -which in 1025 led to the
successful transmission of shadows and simple
outlines It was not until 1926 however that
tie first practical demonstration of television
ag we understand it took place when Baird
transmitted by radio moving pictures of living
human faces over a short distance The BBC
began television broadcasts in 1930 the IT A
in 1955 The first television exchange across
the Atlantic was made in July 1962 by way of
the Telsfar satellite
Tellurium a relatively scarce element symbol Te
discoveredinl782byBeichensteln. Chemically
it behaves rather like sulphur its salts are
known as tellundes It occurs chiefly com
bined with metals in ores of Bold, silver copper
and lead. It is a semiconductor and some of
its compounds (also semiconductors) are coming
into use in technical devices
Templars were soldier knights organised in the
12th cent for the purpose of protecting pfl
primn m their Joumeymgs to and from Jerusa
lem and obtained their name from having had
granted to them by Baldwin JL a temple for
their accommodation. At first they were non
mflitaiy and wore neither crests nor helmeta
bat a long wide mantle and a red cross on the
left shoulder They were established in England
about 1180 During the crusades they rendered
valuable service, showing great bravery and de-
votion In the 12th cent they founded
numerous religious houses m various parts of
Europe and became possessed of considerable
wealth. It was this that caused their downfall
Kings and Popes alike grew jealous of their in
fluence and they were subjected to much perse
cutlon, and Pope Clement V abolished the
Order in 1312 Edward H in 1308 seized all
the property of the mngtmTi Templars The
English possessions of the Order were trans
ferred to the Hospitallers of St John, after
wards called the Knights of Malta See also
Hospitallers, Knights, Teutonic Order
Temple a building dedicated to the worship of a
deity or deities. Those built by the ancient
Greeks at Olympia Athens, and Delphi were
the moat famous The Temple of Diana at
Ephesus was another The Temple of Solo-
mon at Jerusalem was destroyed and rebuilt
several times Herod s Temple was destroyed
by the Romans in ajj 70
Temple Bar, an historic gateway that until 1879
stood at the western entrance to Fleet Street
near the bottom of Chancery Lane In olden
times it was the custom to impale the heads of
traitors over this gateway It has been at
Theobald s Park. Chesaunt. since 1888
Jerblnm, an element, symbol Tb discovered in
1842 by Mosander belonging to the group of
rare-earth metals.
Teredo, the sctenfclflo name of the ship worm, a
peculiar bivalve mollusc, which, lodges itself
when yams on the bottoms of wooden ships
ana borea its way inwards, causing much, injury
Termites, also known as White Ants though they
are not related to the true ants and* are placed
in an entirely different insect order (Isojrfera)
They abound in the tropics and also occur in
temperate countries,, though only two species
are common in Europe There is no British
specfes. They live in colonies and their
nesta take the torn of mounds of earth and
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wood cemented together with saliva and up to
20 ft in height Five separate castes are
recognised three of them being capable of
reproduction and the other two are sterile
Tern. This slender gull like bird has long pointed
wings a deeply forked tail pale grey and white
plumage black cap and is a very graceful flier
There are several species some of which are
glimmer migrants to Britain. The Arctic torn
winters in the Antarctic returning to find a
nesting place in the spring
Terrapin a kind of fresh water tortoise There
are several species widely distributed in the
Northern Hemisphere
Tertiary Hooks, in geology the rocks formed during
the Caenozoic era comprising the Eocene Oligo
cene, Miocene and Pliocene periods See F44
Teutonic Order of German military knights was
founded in the Holy Land at the end of the
12th cent for succouring the wounded of the
Christian army before Acre They were dis
persed in the 15th cent but the Order con
turned to exist until 1809 when Napoleon I con
flscated Its properties In 1840 the order was
resuscitated in Austria as a semi religious knight-
hood See also Hospitallers Knights, Templars
Thallium a blue grey metallic element symbol Tl
discovered by Grookes In 1861 It is obtained
from the flue dust resulting from the burning
of pyrites for sulphuric acid manufacture
Thanksgiving Day a national holiday in the
United States observed since 1864 on the last
Thursday m November instituted by the
Pilgrim fathers in 1621 to celebrate their first
successful harvest
Theodolite The instrument used by surveyors
for measuring angles in the horizontal and
vertical planes also used in meteorology for
following balloons to measure the speed and
direction of wmd.
Therm. The charges for gas for lighting and
heating (formerly reckoned at per cubic foot)
are now based on the calorific or heat value of
the gas and the unit used is termed a therm.
The therm is 100 000 Biitish thermal units.
Thermionic Emission is the departure of charged
particles from matter under the influence of
heat The higher the temperature the greater
the flow of escaping particles The most com
mon example is the emission of electrons from
red hot electrodes—this is the basic pheno-
menon made use of in thermionic valves (see
Valve) If the hot electrode (the cathode) is
enclosed m an evacuated or gas filled bulb, the
emitted electrons can be collected at another
electrode (the anode) and will flow through an
external circuit back to the emitter Thus an
electric current has been generated by heat
Thermodynamics a term first applied by Joule
to designate that branch of physical science
which treats of the relations of heat to work
What is called the first law of thermodynamics
is thus stated by Clerk Maxwell When work
is transformed into heat or heat into work the
Quantity of work is mechanically equivalent to
the quantity of heat Inoneafitsmanyfonnu
lations the second law asserts that the heat
tends to flow from a body of hotter tempera-
ture to one that is colder and wfll not naturally
flow in any other way See P17(l)
Thermo-electric Devices. If two wires of different
materials are formed into a loop and if the two
joins are kept at different temperatures a cur-
rent flows m the loop This was discovered by
Seebeck in 1822 and the device is called a
thermocouple The electric current could In
principle be made to drive some useful machine
and the energy comes from the heat that is
absorbed by the thermocouple—if onepartof the
thermocouple is not hotter than the others it
will not work. It has long been realised that
this ia a device that converts heat directly into
electricity without raising steam and driving
dynamos as m a power station. However until
recently nobody has used thermocouples for
much besides temperature measurement for
which they are exceedingly useful. The new
development is the manufacture of semicon
ductors (q.v )• for the thermoelectric effects of
these new materials are much greater than those
of metals. A material much studied in this
connection te a compound of bismuth and
tellurium, bismuth tetturide. It now seems

